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1.. NUTRITION -工TEtó'41 OF THE AGENDA (Document s E B 5 / 1 7 and AdcLl) 

(Continuation) 

Dr. .HYDE drew attention to the finding of the expert- coirasittee, on page 23 of 

document WHO/NUT/^ that it was not practicable to manufacture synthetic vitamins in 

under-developed countries but only in those countries with large synthetic organic 

chemical industry, able to provide intermediate products required for the synthesis 

of vitamins.. While TOO could attempt to supply technical data in the synthetic 

"chemlüal field from олв country to another, that would give rise to certain 

difficulties in connexion with competing industries in highly developed courvbries. 

The recommendation was therefore not a sound one. He suggested a resolution on the 

following lines : 

"The Executive Board, 
Having been informed by the Joint FAO/WHO Expert Committee on Nutrition that 
the manufacture of synthetic vitamins is only practicable in association with 
large chemical industries, 
CO^IDZKS that it is not practicable to stimulate the manufacture of synthetic 
vitamins in under-developed countries; and 
RECOMMENDS to the Health Assembly that no action be taken in that direction." 

.• -> - * 

He was particularly anxious that no false hopes should be raised oy 。“e 

adoption of a loosely-worded, resolution, and the Executive Board should make ,lt.一 

<5uite clear that ТОЮ was not in a position to assist under-developed countries ii\ 

developing the manufacture of synthetic vitamins. 

Lr„ GEARj iii comraenting further on the views expressed on the previous da^y, 

made three points : 

(1) The proposed draft rcsoluti广—Leforc the Board should be amended to give 

further.freedom to the Secretariat in preparing the WHO•programme on nutrition 

and developing a mtrition policy, as follows : 

"REQUESTS the Director- Gcaeral in preparing the World Health programme 
ir. nutrition to follow the expert co/ronittee

 ¡

s recommendations insofar 
as they apply«

H 



(2) The point emphasiaed by the expert committee concerning the use of normal 

ftatiiral foods in developing proper nutrition should be included either in 1¿ie 

draft resolution or in the memorandum to go forward to the Assembly indicating 

the opinion of the Executive Board. ⑶ He would welcome a statement in the 

resolution indicating the very encouraging co-ordination and co-operation 

now existing between FAO and WHO in the common field of nutrition. 

Dr. CLEMENTS, Chief, Nutrition Seation, in reply to the comments made by 
‘ * . 

Dr. Gear and Dr. Hyde concerning pages 22 and 23 of the report, gave the 

following clarification of the ideas which the expert committee had attempted to 
. - ' 

incorporate in the draî t.. resolution. There were certain countries which, 

although virtually under-developed, did possess some industries and. were 

capable, with a little technical knowledge, of undertaking the manufacture of 

certain synthetic vitamins. The attitude taken was that WHO/FAO could enter 

into discussions with them regarding the possibility of manufacturing synthetic 
* 

vitamins， The discussions had visualised a country desirous of obtaining data 

on the 25 steps necessary； for instance, in the manufacture of vitamin Bl, which 

WHO was in a position to supply. That country could then décidé whether or not 

it was in a position to proceed with manufacture if the intermediary products 

were obtainable. “ 

ER. de PAÍ
T

LA SOÜZA maintained that bettor nutritional results would' be 

obtained in backward countries by educating the lower strata of the population 
к «‘ 

In regard to the proper preparation of, natural foodstuffs. He qioted the 

example of Brasail； where senior schoolgirls wer® t二.u
6
kfc the use of foods and 

how to cook them: appx-oxiimtely. 1,200 graduated every four months. 
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• The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the questions raised by Dr. Gear and Dr, de Paula 

Souaa тгеге covered on page 22, and the paragraph, extended if necessary, should be 

included in the memorandum to be prepared for the Executive Board. The draft 

resolution should be reworded to make it clear that it was not proposed to 

encourage the manufacture of synthetic vitaunins in under-developed countries except 

where effective conditions would make it possible. 
‘* 

Dr. HÏDE emphasized that the draft resolution should be carefully considered 

before its final adoption. 

Decision: 
• « * 

(1) That th© draft resolution should be reworded in the light of the views 
expréssed by the Board; 

(2) That point 3 of the draft resolution should be studied in connexion with 
the general question of forming national joint FAOAfflO nutrition 
committees. 

2. DATE AND PLACE OF THE SIXTH SESSION OF THE EIECUTI7E BOARD: ITEM 49 OF THE AGENDA 
(Document EB5/5) ‘ 
Several alternative proposals were made to the suggestion of Dr. HYDE that the 

meeting of the Executive Board should be convened consecutively to the Health 

Assembly： (1) by Dr. van den BERG, that a meeting should be held immediate]^ 
• * 

preceding the Health Assembly; (2) by Dr. MACKENZIE, who supported D r .取 d e is 

suggestion, and reminded the meeting of document EB5/40 proposing that, in addition 

to a meeting of a few days after the Assembly, a meeting should be held in .October 

to deal with Teohnlcal Assistance and review the financial position of the * 

Organizationî ⑶ by Dr. GEAR, that the question be left open pending the report 

of the Standi»g Committee on Administration and Finance, which might have зоте 

bearing on the point. 

Dr. FORREST, Acting Director, Division of Co-ordination of Planning and Liaison, 

briefly enumerated the important factors to be borne in mind in connexion with any 

decision on the matter, stressing that arrangements made for regional and expert 

committees, the preparation of the programme and budget, granting of leave to staff 

members and. so forth were all based on a decision of the Executive Board to hold two 
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meetings a ye。j% He stressed that, apárt from the disruption of the work of the 

Sécretariat, extra funds wuuld have to be forthcoming to cover the servicing of an 

additional meeting• Moreover any decision to hold a meeting immediately 

preceding the Assembly would have to be taken ur.deг Rule 7 of t’,，e Rules of 

Procedure
?
 since Rule 10 stipulated a t-jme-limit fgr the circulation o^ documents• 

The DIR£CT0'：-GENERAL suggested that no change should Ы made at the present 

time and thc.t the previous dec: s i on of the Executive Board should be tried out 

for at least two y ear a. Plans had to be made at least â full ye^r ahead of 

meetings j the Secretariat was
 r

ully occupier；, dicing the months of September, 

October- and. November, and should the Bcx.rd reverse its decision, it would be 

physically impossible to cope with the further burdens placed on staff • 

McisiQfis 

(a) The draft resolution in document EB5/5 was adopted, on thé. understanding 
thcvt

 n

one week after the close of the Third World Health Assembly" was the 
maximum delay。 • 
(b) A decision concerning emergency meetings o

r

 the Board could be taken 
later in tbe light of the résolution before the Health Assembly as to the 
date of its next meeting and the development о广 the Technical Assistance 
Programme • 

• * 

3, EXPERT CCMiIvTEE ON TUBERCUXCSIS/ REIQRT CN W ü R T H SESSION2 I i m 32 OF 
THE AGENDA (Docment EB5/3-Hev.l) 

Dr。 McDOlHAIL、 Ohief, Tuberculosis Section^ introduced document EË5/3»Rev.l, 

and drew attention to the salient points in the report of the‘Expert Committee on 

Tuberculosis attached thereto, as fol3cws: 

(1) The appendix tc the report concerning suggestions for the control of 

tuberculosis in countries with undeveloped and under-developed programmes ； 

(2) The principle of setting up training centres for teaching and training of 

personnel in a]1 branches bf tuberculosis work5 



(3) The suggestion of the expert.committee that facilities should be made avail-

able for a meeting of a streptomycin sub-committee to deal pot only with 

streptomycin, but with other drugs, inpluding antibiotics increasingly used in 

the treatment of tuberculosis; 

(4) The need for. emphasizing the fact that streptomycin was dangerous owing to 

lack of precise knowledge about its clinical implications especially in pulmonary 

tuberculosis; 

Í5) The views! of the ej^art canrdtteo that inexpensive institutional accorain<3dati©n 

for the tuberculous was adequate in the absence of permanent buildings; 

(6) The recommendation that the whole matter of the nursing o.f the tuberculous 

should be fully considered by the WHO Expert Committee on Nursing. 

The Expert Committee on Tuberculosis would be grateful for the constructive 

criticisms of the Board on the above matters and others dealt with in the report. 

The CHAIRMAN expressed the appreciation of the Executive Board for the 

excellent report which had been submitted by the Expert Committee on Tuberculosis. 

He was glad that the expert committee had given attention to conditions in both 

developed and under-developed countries. He thought that the suggestions 

contained in ；the report would be of great value. 

•
 D r

* EUJARRIC de la RIVIERE, alternate to Professor Parisot, said that the 

report was most valuable. He agreed with Dr. MoDougall on the necessity for 

careful s tudy with regard to the use of streptomycin and for^ further research on 

the value of other therapeutic substances. He thought that in view of the diffi-

cmlty of preparing liquid BCG vaccine, it might be advisable to increase the use 

of the dry vaccine which could be prepared by
r

large concerns and hence could be 

r 0 l i 3 d

 驴
0 П t 0 g i V e

 H satisfaction. He agreed vdth the recontóondation of the 

committee that BCG vaccine 



should be used in communities with high tuberculosis infection rates and 

mortalities but said that in his opinion, infection could take place in any area 

and therefore the use of BCG vaccination should be extended as much ES possible, 

without however making it compulsory in countries with a high standard of health, 

He was very satisfied witii the suggestion made in Section 4 of the report 

regarding inexpensive institutional acconmiodation for the tuborculous, but felt 

that such accommodation should not be restricted only to open tuberculous cases. 

It pften happened that a patient in the early stages of Ше disôese was 

recommended to go to a sanatorium but for various reasons w s not аЬЛв to enter the 

sanatorium for several months, by which time he had reached the stage of being a 

public danger. In the Calmette Hospital, after a consultation had been given, 

there were services of orientation and supervision until the patient entered the 

sanatorium. Re suggested that 'this was the correct system of treatment and 

should be applied wherever institutional, accommodation was made available fcr the 

tuberculous. ' 

‘Dr. MACKENZIE said that congratulations were due to the Director-General for 

assembling a committee of such a high standard. He did not propose to deal witt 

t h e

 technical aspects of the report, but wished to raise several points on the 

medical administration aspect. Firstly he felt that Annex I was of the utmost 

importance and should be given the widest possible publicity; secondly, with 

regard to the last paragraph of section 2， he suggested that it might be possible 

for one tuberculosis adviser to cover two regions； thirdly, he asked whether 

financial provision had been made for the Streptomycin Sub-committee quoted in 

section 3(b); fourthly, he stressed the particular importance of section 7; fifthly, 



he WÔS unable to make any comment on section 8 since this was under discussion 

by technical experts in his country; sixthly
#
 he suggested that the question 

of the nursing of the tuberculous (section 10) should be referred to the Expert 

Committee on Nursing; seventhly, he agreed with the first paragraph of section 

II and suggested that the documentation referred to in the second paragraph would 

be of great interest also to the Executive Board; and finally he suggested that 

the supply and procurement division of the Organization might be able to assist 

in the procurement of hospital facilities as suggested in Annex I, section 7, 

paragraph 

Dr. VILLARAMA said that the greatest proportion of deaths in the Philippines 

was due to tuberculosis and in fact that the tuberculosis mortality rate was 

probably the highest in the world. He felt it would be of great interest to 

know whether the production of streptomycin had become less expensive and 

whether there were other cheaper therapeutic substances which could be used in 

the campaign against tuberculosis. He hoped that т/vhen countries were selected 

for assistance, under section 11 (b) of the report, a team would be sent to the 

Hiilippines» He was certain that if the Organization could put into practice 

the proposals of the report, many countries, including his own, would benefit 

very greatly• 

Dr» GŒJZALEZ associated himself with the remarks of the previous speakers* 

He thought, however
>
 that it was most important to stress the comment of the 

committee on mass-radiography(Annex I, page 13)• This comment was particularly 

pertinent iii the case of certain S>uth AHierican countri^s, where шаss—radiography 

without adequate laboratory and dispensary services was tending to lower the 

prestige of the health administration and to lessen its influence» 



In such cases it would obviously be more advisable to spend money on the 

construction of institutional .accommodation for tuberculous patients than on 

mass-radiography. It was of the first importance that Arrnôx I to the report 

should be circulated to all governments. '' 

The CHAIRMAN said that the question of distributing the reports of expert 

committees was important. In many cases the value of sueh reports was greatly 

diminished if they were sent only to the central organs of health administration 

in each country. He wondered whether it might not be possible for the 

Secretariat to print larger numbers of each of these reports, either for 、 

distribution through health organizations or to be sold to governments for 

distribution throughout their own territories. 

Dr, НШЕ said that in view of the fact that some reports were suitable 
• . 

for wide distribution and some wyre intended only for experts in health 

administrations, it might be advisable to distinguish between these two typos . 

before wider distribution was considare^., 

Pr, GEAR said that he assumed that the probedure for the adoption of this 

report by the Executive Board would be, as in other cases, that the Board would 

note the report and attach to it a covering wemorandum containing the views 

o £

 the members of the Board. He expressed satisfaction with the report but 

wished to raise several points • He 'though that the first sentance of section 

. 2 uvas open to cdstmderstanding, particularly when considered in conjunction 

• . . . . . 

with the second and third paragr^>hs of Annex I, w h i c h indicated the importance 

of social and economic improvements in controlling tubérculosis. There might 

also be misunderstanding if the second paragraph of section 5 were not taken 

in conjunction with the pGr;.grr.ph indicating that BCG vaccir»ation 
vas to be cons'lctèred only a part of a control campalftij, 



completely in agreement i/dth the remarks of Dr. Gonzalez regarding the comment on 

mass-radiography. He asked "whether Dr» McDougall could give the Board any 

information regarding the present situation of the BCG programme in Europe. 

Dr. McDOUGALL said that the expert committee would be gratified to know that 

the report had met T/dth such general agreement amongst the members of the Board. He 

would attempt to answer some of the joints yhioh had been raised. It was true that 

the use of dry vaccine would undoubtedly solve many* of the problems involved in 

BCG vaccination^ but at present the standard of effectiveness attained by the dry 
4 . . . . . 

vaccine was not equal to that of the liquid vaccine and there were certain other 

disadvantages• №en these had been overcome, considerable use would certainly be 
л 

made of the dry vaccine. It had not been the intention of the expert committee to 

suggest that the use of inexpensive institutional accommodation should be confined to 

open cases ； it seemed heme ver that open cases should have priority, especially -where 

there was a danger of the case infecting young people or children。 Financial provision 

had been made in the budget for the meeting of a Streptomycin Sub-coiranittee in 1950, 

In reply to Dr* Gaar^ he said that Ъу the end of November 1949 the пшгЪег of persons 

tested under the BCG programme for Europe was 17^946^000. The progranme had covered 

Austria^ Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Italy, Finland, Poland and Greece. Of the persons 

tested， 7，540，000 were reactors and the remainder had been vaccinated. The opinion 

had recently been expressed that between.20 million and 25 million persons would have • 
^ * 

been tested by the end of the present programme in December 1950. The numbers of 

persons tested in Asia and North Africa were smaller• In addition, m t h the approval 

of the joint ШЮ-UNICEF Committee, UNICEF had this year made available to governments 

supplies and equipment worth fl
;
100^000 j "WHO was technically ^eoponsible Г or advising 

on the equipment and for the subsequent direction of its use。 



Dr. FORREST, Acting Director, Division of Co-ordination of Planning and liaison, ,. 

said that the Director-General had been considering tíie question of.the circulation 

of reports of expert committees. All reports submitted to the Executive Board and
 A 

noted Ъу i力 were published by the Organization. It was therefore possible for 

governments to obtain as many copies.as they required of a given report, but only 

in conjunction witil all the other reports'to the same session of the Board. It 

was now intended to publish the reports as individual documents in the World Health 

Organization Technical Reports Series and if the Board so m s h e d it could c o m m e n d 

to governments either restricted or general circulation of each report. I
n
 reply 

to Dr. D'ujarric de la Riviere, he said that th.ç reports would be produced in the 

same format as the Bulletin and wculd be n m b e r e d serially. 

Dr. HYDE suggested that the Board might sometimes wish to restrict the issue 

of reports tc national health administrations and was informed that a note would 

Ъе taken of this by the Secretariat, ' = ' 

Dr. S T M P A R said ihat in Yugoslavia the Public Health School published a 
» •‘, 

public-health journal 诎ich was circulated free to all doctors. This newspaper 

included the reports of expert committees,毗ich were therefore readily available 

to all. 

^Я
1

.?^!
5

'放e Board noted the report of the Expert Coimnittee on Tuberculosis 
ara aüüicrimed its publicatioii' witlf á ccveríné meirtoi^mtím dontaiirlng

 1 !

. +

,he views of the МстпЪегч of the Board. 

. Г . , ! . 

： ! , • • ' • ' 
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 ^solution of the Executive Committee of the League of Red Cross Societies 



and was informad was «ot a aub-oommitt&e ЫЬ 

that representativas of TOO, the Joint Enterprise, the International Union 

Against Tubérculosis and the League of Red Cross Societies would Ъе called together 

in accordance m ü i the recommendation of the Expert Committee on Tuberculosis 

(quoted cn page 2 of EB5/54). 

Decision： The drift resolution in document EB5/54 was adopted. 

The meeting rose at 12,5$ p.m. 
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1. NUTRITION - FAOAfflO JOINT COMMITTEE ON NUTRITION, REPORT OF MEETING HELD'IN 
GENEVA'FROM 24-28 OCTOBER, 1949. (Documents ЕВ5Д7 and add, 1) (Items 41,1 
and 41*3 of the Agenda - Continuation of discussion) 

Dr. HYDE drew attention to the finding of the expert committee， on page 23 of 

document Trao/NUT/2 that it was not practicable to manufacture’ synthetic vitamins in 

under—developed countries but only in those countries with a large synthetic organic 

chemical industry, able to provide intermediate products required for the syrrbhesis 

of vitamins. While WHO could attempt to supply technical data in the synthetic 

chemical field from one country to. another, that would give rise to certain 

difficulties in connexion with competing industries in highly developed cauntries. 

The recomi'ncndation was therefore not a sound one. He suggested a resolution on the 

following lines: 

"The Executive Board, having been informed by the Joint FAO/WHO Expert 
Committee on Nutrition that the manufacture of synthetic vitamins is only 
practicable in association with large chemical industries, considers that 
it is not practicable to stimulate thç manufacture of synthetic vitamins 
in under-developed countries， and recommends to the Health Assembly that 
no action be taken in that direction。" 

He was particularly anxious that no false hopes should be raised by the 

adoption of a loosely-worded resolution^ and the Executive Board should make it 

quite clear that WHO was not in a position to assist.under-developed conn七ries in 

developing the manufacture of synthetic vitaminsо 

Dr. GEAR， in commenting further cn the views expressed on the previous day, 

made three points : 

(1) The proposed draft resolution before the Board should be amended to give 

further freedom to the Secretariat in preparing the WHO programme on nutrition 

and developing a nutrition policy, as follows : 

"Requests the Director-General in preparing the World Health programme 
in nutrition to follow the expert committee

r

s rocoiranendations insofar 
as they apply И

1 



(2) The point emphasized by the expert committee concerning the use of normal 

natural foods in developing proper nirbrition should be included either in the 

draft resolution or in the memorandtun to go forward to the Assembly indicating 

the opinion of the Executive Board, ⑶ He would welcome a statement in the 

resolution indicating the very encouraging co-ordination and co-operation 

now existing between FAO and WHO in the common field of nutrition• 

Dr. CLEHENTS^ Chief, Nutrition Section, in reply to the comments made by 

Dr. Gear and Dr
e
 Hyde concerning pages 22 and 23 of the report^ gave the 

following clarification of the ideas which the expert committee had attempted to 

incorporate in the draft resolution* There were certain countries which, 

although virtually under-developed, did possess some industries and were 

capable, with a little technical knowledge, of undertaking the manufacture of 

certain synthetic vitamins• The attitude taken was that WHO/FAO could enter 

into discussions with them regarding the possibility of•manufacturing synthetic 

vitamins• The discussions had visualized a country desirous of obtaining data 

on the 25 steps necessary, for instance, in the manufacture of vitamin Bl
}
 which 

WHO was in a position to supply• That country could then decide whether or not 

it was in a position to proceed with manufacture if the intermediary products 

were obtainable, ' 

Dr. de Paila SOUZA maintained that better nutritional results would be 

obtained in backward countries by educating the lower strata of the population 

in regard to the proper preparation of natural foodstuffs. He qaoted the 

example of Brazil, where senior schoolgirls were taught tbe use of foods and 

how to cook them: approximately 1,200 graduated every four month?• 
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The CHAIRMA.N pointed out that the questions raised by Dr
é
 Gear and Dr, de Paula 

Souza were covered on page 22, and the paragraph，extended if necessary, should be 

included in the memorandum to be prepared for the Executive Board* The draft 

resolution should be reworded to make it clear that it was not proposed to 

encourage the manufacture of synthetic vitamins in under-developed countries except 

where effective conditions would make it possible。 

Dr» HÏDE emphasized that the draft resolution should be carefully considered 

before its final adoption^ 

Decision: 

(1) That the draft resolution should be reworded in the light of the views 
expressed by the Board; 

(2) That point 3 of the draft resolution should be studied in connexion with 
the general question of forming national joint ?AO/WHO nutrition 
committees• 

2, DATE AND PLACE OF THE SIXTH SESSION OF THE BOARD (EB5/5) (item 49 of the Agenda). 

Several alternative proposals were made to the suggestion of Dr. HÏDE that the 

meeting of the Executive Board should be convened consecutively to the Health 

Assemblys (1) by Dr. van den BERG, that a meeting should be held immediately 

preceding the Health Assembly¡ (2) by Dr, MACKENZIE^ who supported Dr. Цу-de
 f

s 

suggestion, and reminded the meeting of document EB5/40 proposing thatj in addition 

to a meeting of a few days after the Assembly, a meeting should be held in October 

to deal with Technical Assistance and review the financial position of the 

Organization： (3) by Dr. GEAR, that the question be left open pending the report 

of the Standing Committee on Administration and Finance^ which might have some 

bearing on the point• 

Dr
#
 FORREST, Acting Director

д
 Division of Co-ordination of Planning and Liaison, 

briefly enumerated the important factors to be borne in roind in connexion with any-

dee ision on the matter, stressing that arrangements made for regional and expert 

committees, the preparation of the programme and budget, granting of leave to staff 

members and so forth were all based on a decision of the Executive Board to hold two 



meetings a year. He stressed that, apart from the disruption of the work of the 

Secretariat, extra funds would have to be forthcoming to cover the servicing of an 

additional meeting• Moreover any decision to hold a meeting immediately 

preceding the Assembly would have to be taken under Rule 7 of the Rulés of 

Procedure, since Rule 10 stipulated a time-limit for the circulation of documents. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL suggested that no change jhould be made a t the present 

time and that the previous decision of the Executive Board should be tried out 

for at least two years. Plans had to be made at least a full year ahead of 

meetings, the Secretariat was fully occupied during the months of September, 

October and November and^ should the Board reverse its decision, it would be 

physically impossible to cope with the further burdens placed on the staff. 

Decision: 

(a) The resolution in document EB5/5 was adopted, on the understanding that 
"one week after the close of the Third World Health Assembly" was the 
maximum delay, 
(b) A decision concerning emergency meetings of the Board could be taken 
later in the light of the resolution before the Health Assembly as to the 
date of its next meeting, and the development of the Technical Assistance 
Programme. 

3. TUBERCULOSIS: REPORT OF THE EXPERT C0M1ITTEE, FOURTH SESSION, 26 July -
12 August 1949 (Document EB5/3 Rev.l) (Items 32 and 32.1 of the Agenda) 

Dr. McDOUGALL, Chief, Tuberculosis Section, introduced document EB5/3 Rev.l, 

and drew attention to the salient points in the report of the Expert Committee on 

Tuberculosis attached thereto, as follows : 

(1) The appendix to the report concerning suggestions for the control of 

tuberculosis in countries with undeveloped and under-developed programmes; 

(2) The principle of setting up training centres for teaching and training of 

personnel in all branches of tuberculosis work; 



(3) The suggestion of the expert committee that facilities should be made avail-

able for a meeting of a streptomycin sub-corainittee to deal not only with 

streptomycin, but with other drugs^ including antibiotics increasingly used in 

the treatment of tuberculosis; 

(4) The need for emphasizing the fact that streptomycin was dangerous owing to 

lack of precise knowledge about its clinical implications especially in pulmonary 

tuberculosis; 

(5) The views of the expert coBnittee that inexpensive institutional accommodation 

for the tuberculous was adequate in the absence of permanent buildings; 

(6) The recommendation that the whole matter of the nursing of the tuberculous 

should be fully considered by the WHO Expert Committee on Nursing. 

The Expert Committee on Tuberculosis would be grateful for the constructive 

criticisms of the Board on the above matters and others dealt with in the report. 

The СН:ШМШ expressed the appreciation of the Executive Board for the 

excellent report which had been submitted by the Expert Committee on Tuberculosis. 

He was glad that the expert committee had given attention to conditions in botli 

developed and under-developed countries. He thought that the suggestions 

contained in the report would be of great value. 

Dr. DUJARRIC de la RIVIERE, alternate to Professor Parisot, said that the 

report was most valuable. He agreed with Dr. McDougall on the necessity for 

careful s tudy with regard to the use of streptomycin and for further research on 

t h e v a l u e o f

 other therapeutic substances. He thought that in view of the diffi-

culty of preparing liquid BCG vaccine, it might be advisable to increase the use 

cf the diy vaccine which could be prepared under less strictly controlled con-

ditions• He agreed with the recommendation of the committee that BCG vaccine 



should be used in cormnunities with high tuberculosis infection rates and 

mortalities but said that in his opinion, infection could take place in any area 

and therefore the use of BCG vaccination should be extended as much as possible, 

without hov/ever making it compulsory in countries with a high standard o£ health. 

He was very satisfied with the suggestion made in Section 4 of the report 

regarding inexpensive institutional accommodation for the tuberculous, but felt 

that such accommodation should not be restricted only to open tuberculous cases. 

It often happened that a patient in the early stages of the disease was , 

recommended to go to a sanatorium but for various reasons wr> not able to enter the 

sanatorium for several months
9
 by which time he had reached the stage of being с 

public danger• In the Calmette Hospital^ after a consultation had been given， 

there were services of orientation and supervision until the patient entered the 

sanatorium. He suggested that this was the correct system of treatment and 

should be applied wherever institutional accommodation was made available for the 

tuberculous. 、 

Dr. MACKENZIE said that congratulations were due to the Director-Gene-ral for 

assembling a committee of such a high standard. He did not propose to deal with 

the technical aspects of the report， but wished to raise several points on the 

medical administration aspect• Firstly he felt that Annex I was of the utmost 

importance and should be given the widest possible publicity; secondly, with 

regard to the last paragraph of section 2, he suggested that it might be possible 

for one tuberculosis adviser to cover two.regions; thirdly, he asked whether 

financial provision had been made for the Streptomycin Sub-committee quoted in 

section 3(b)； fourthly, he stressed the particular importance of section 7; fifthly, 



he was unable to make any comment on tfeetion 8 dince this wat vooder discussion 

by technical experts in his country； sixthly, he suggested that the question 

of the nursing of the "tuberculous (section 10) should be referred to the Expert 

Committee on Nursing; seventhly, he agreed with the first paragraph of 

section 11 and suggested that the documentation referred to in the second 

paragraph would be of great interest also to the Executive Board； and finally 

he suggested that the supply and procurement division of the Organization might 

be able to assist in the procurement of hospital facilities as suggested in 

Annex I, section 7, paragraph-3« 

Dr, VILLARAMA said that the highest rate of mortality in the Philippines 

was caused by tuberculosis and in fact that the tuberculosis mortality rate 

was probably the；highest in the world< He felt it would be of great interest 

to know whether the production of streptomycin had become less expensive and 

whether there were other cheaper therapeutic substances which could be used in 

the campaign against tuberculosis. He hoped that when countries were selected 

for assistance, under, section 11 (b) of the report^ a teajn would be sent to the 

Philippines• He was certain that if the Organization could put into practice 

the proposals of the report^ many countries, including his own, would benefit 

very greatly.. 

Dr„ GONZALEZ associated himself with； the remarks of the previous speakers^ 

He thought, however^ that it was most important to stress the comment of the 

committee on mass-radiography (Annex I, page 13)• This comment was particularly 

pertinent in the case of certain South American countries^ where mass-

radiography without adequate laboratory and dispensary services was tending 
, * 

to lower the prestige of the health adminis1>ration and to lessen its influence» • 



In such cases.it wo^Ld obviously^be pc^^^^v^sat^e to .sf^nd.平oney on the,,：,,,, 

construction of institutional acconunodation for tuberculous patients than on 

mass-radiography... It was of .the first importance that Annex I to the report 

should be cirçulatqd to all governments. 

Th@ CHAIRMAN said that.the, .question of distributing the imports of expert , 

committees was important. In тащ- cases the value of such reports was greatly 
- , '• ‘••:-:. •' . . . - . 

diminished if they were sent only to the central organs of health administration 

in each country. He wondered whether it might not.b© possible for the 

Secretariat to print larger numbers of each of these reports厂either for. 

distribution through health organizations or to be sold to governments- for 

distribution throughout their own territories , 
、 

D r . HYDE said that in view of the fact that some reports、тлгеге suitable 

for wide distribution and. some were intended only for experts in health , 

administrations^ it might be advisable to distinguish,between these two types 

before wider distribution was considered. ：• ‘ 
. •. . - 、 -

D r . GEAR said that he assumed tiiat the procedure fop the adoption of this ... 

report by the Executive Board would as in other c a s o s t h ^ b the Çoarçi would 

note the report and attach to it a covering memorandum containing the .щещ, , ^ 

of the members of the Board • He expressed satisfaction with the report .but . 

Ydshed
;
 to.raiso several points. He though that the first sentence of section 

2 waa, open tQ raisunderstanding, particularly when, considered in conjunction、. 

y^Lth the. second and third paragraphs of Annex I，、
;
'and that there, might also ,be 

misunderstanding if the second, paragraph of. section 5 were taken in 
. ‘ ， л • • ‘

 ：

.i •
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 “ • • conjunction with the paragraph on BGG vaccination in
 :
Annex I. H9 was 



completely in agreement with the remarks of Dr. Gonzalez regarding the comment on 

mass-radiography. He asked whether Dr. McDougall could give the Board any 

information regarding the present situation of the BCG programme in Europe. 

Dr. McDOUGALL said that the expert committee would be gratified to know that 

the report had met with such general agreement amongst the members of the Board. He 

would attempt tc answer some of the points itfiich had been raised. It was true that 

the use of dry vaccine would undoubtedly solve many of the problems involved in 

BCG vaccination, but at present the standard of effectiveness attained by the dry 

vaccine was not equal to that of the liquid vaccine and there were certain other 

disadvantages. Ihen these had been overcome, considerable use would certainly be 

made cf the dry vaccine. It had not been the intention of the expert committee to 

suggest that the use of inexpensive institutional accommodation should be confined to 

open cases; it seemed however that open cases should have priority, especially vhere 

•there was a danger of the case infecting young people or children. Financial provision 

had been made in the budget for the meeting of a Streptomycin Sub-committee in 1950, 

In reply to Dr. Gear, he said that by the end of November 1949 the number of persons 

tested under the BCG programme fcr Europe was 17,946,000. The programme had covered 

Austria, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Italy, Finland, Poland and Greece. Of the persons 

tested, 7,540,000 were reactors and the remainder had been vaccinated. The opinion 

had recently been expressed that between 20 million and 25 million persons would have 

been tested by the end of the present programme in December 1950. The numbers of 

persons tested in Asia and North Africa were smaller. In addition, m t h the approval 

of the joint YÍHO-UNICEF Committee, UNICEF had this year made available to governments 

supplies and equipment worth $1,100,000； 1Ш0 was technically responsible for advising 

on the equipment and for the subsequent direction of its use. 



EB5/Min/7 , 
page 12 

Dr. FORREST, Acting Director, Division of Co-ordination of Planning and Liaison, 

said that the, Director-General had been considering the question of‘the circulation 

of reports of expert committees. All reports submitted to the Executive Board and 

noted by it were published by the Organization. It was therefore possible for .. 
. . . . . . . . . 广 . . . . . ..

：
 .,.• 、.， . ‘

 ：
 ' 

\i ‘ • - • • ' . 

governments to obtain as many copies as they required of a given report, but only 

in conjunction with all the other reports' to the same session of. the Board. It 

was now intended to publish the reports as individual documents in the World Health 

Organization Technical Reports Series and if the Board so -wished it could recommend 

to governments either restricted or general circulation of each report. In reply 

to Dr. Dujarrie de la Riviere, he said that th.ç reports would be produced in the . 

same .format as the Bulletin and wculd be numbered serially. 

Dr. HIDE suggested that the Board might sometimes wish to restrict the issue 

of reports tc national health administrations and was informed that a note would 

be taken of this by the Secretariat. 

Dr. STAMPAR said that in Yugoslavia the Public Health School published a 

public-health journal which was circulated free to all doctors. This newspaper 

included the reports of expert committees, which were therefore readily available 

to all. 

Decision: The Board noted the_report of the Expert Conanittee on Tuberculosis 
and authorized its publicatioÁ .witrf' á. ccveríng menro^iwlm containing ‘ • ' 
1<he vieTivs of the Members of the Board, J

 ' •
 :

 ' • •. ' \ ...... 

I ！ ！ ‘ 
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. RESOLUTION OF THE EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE OF THE LEAGUE OF RED CROSS SOCIETIES 
ON PARTICIPATION IN TUBERCULOSIS CONTROL: Item 16 of the Supplementary Agenda , 
(Document EB5/54) 

Dr. MACKENZIE asked Aether the sub-committee mentioned in the last paragraph 

of the resolution of the Executive Committee cf the League of Red Cross, Societies 



had already been constituted^ and was i:.二rmed that this was not Сш but 

that representatives of WHO, the Joint Enterprise, the International Union 

Against Tuberculosis and the League of Red Cross Societies would be called together 

in accordance -with the recommendation of the Expert Committee on Tuberculosis 

(quoted cn page 2 of EB5/54). 

The Executive Board agreed to adopt the draft resolution in document EB5/54, 

The meeting rose at 12,55 


